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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Integrated continuous production technology is of great interest in biopharmaceutical industry. Efficient,
flexible and cost effective methods for continuous cell removal have to be developed, before a fully continuous and integrated
product train can be realized. The paper describes the development and testing of such an integrated continuous and disposable
set-up for cell separation by flocculation combined with depth filtration.

RESULTS: Screening of multiple flocculation agents, depth filters, and conditions demonstrated that the best performance was
obtained with 0.0375% polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (pDADMAC; a polycationic flocculation agent) in combination
with Clarisolve® depth filters. Using this set-up, a 4-fold decrease of filtration area was achieved relative to standard filtration
without flocculation, with yields of ≥97% and DNA depletion of up to 99%. Continuous operation was accomplished using a
simple tubular reactor design with parallelization of the filtration. The reactor length was selected to allow a 13.2-min residence
time, which was sufficient to complete flocculation in batch experiments. Continuous flocculation performance was monitored
on-line using focused beam reflectance measurement. Filter switch cycles based on upstream pressure were controlled by in-line
pressure sensors, and were stable from one filter to the next.

CONCLUSION: It was demonstrated that stable and efficient continuous flocculation associated with depth filtration can be easily
accomplished using tubular reactors and parallelization. Continuous cell separation is essential for the development of fully
continuous integrated process trains. This cost-efficient disposable design run in continuous mode significantly reduces facility
foot print, process costs and enables great flexbility.
© 2017 The Authors. Journal of Chemical Technology & Biotechnology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Society of
Chemical Industry.
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INTRODUCTION
Flocculation combined with disposable depth filtration enables
clarification of cell culture broth via fully integrated disposable
processes. When producing antibodies in Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells, the product is expressed into the supernatant, and the
induction of flock formation enables easier cell removal without
compromising product yield. Flocculation entails the addition of a
flocculant with the aim of increasing particle size to improve sedi-
mentation or filtration properties. Since mammalian cell surfaces
are negatively charged, flocculation is usually performed using
cationic polymers to bridge the particles.1 Common polymers
used for cell flocculation include polyethylenimine (PEI)2; poly-
diallyldimethylammonium chloride (pDADMAC)3,4; chitosan5; and
stimulus-responsive polymers, such as modified polyallylamine
(mPAA). The addition of such a stimulus initiates flock formation
as well as precipitating residual polymer, which can be removed
efficiently from the cell culture broth. mPAA is a cationic poly-
mer which is precipitated by the addition of anionic divalent
phosphate.6

Cell flocculation can also be induced by surface charge neutral-
ization caused by acidification7,8 or by co-precipitation caused by
calcium phosphate precipitation.9 Following Stokes law, since sed-
imentation velocity is proportional to the second power of particle
size, the flock size of agglomerated cells and cell debris enhances
sedimentation and centrifugation performance.3,5,6 Agglomera-
tion of cells, cell debris, and cell-related fines reduces pore block-
age on conventional filters, thus reducing the required filtration
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area.3,5,10,11 This effect can be further enhanced by using specifi-
cally designed depth filters, such as Clarisolve®.4,6

Cell culture advancements enable high cell numbers and greater
product titres,12,13 but these increases reduce the effectiveness
of conventional primary recovery unit operations. Longer process
times and high cell numbers are associated with more nonviable
cells and cell debris, further impairing the performance of centrifu-
gation and depth filtration.14 When cell culture broths with high
cell numbers are processed by disk stack centrifuge, more frequent
discharge cycles are required, leading to higher product loss. This
product loss has an even greater impact at high product titres.
Flocculation can have the additional benefit of depleting host cell
proteins (HCPs), strong negatively charged DNA, and high molec-
ular weight impurities (HMWI).

Several reports describe biotechnological applications of floccu-
lation in downstream processing. Tomic et al. demonstrated that
a combination of pDADMAC-assisted flocculation and depth filtra-
tion led to enhanced filter performance and DNA reduction.4 Singh
et al. found that preliminary acidification, or addition of either
chitosan or a 150-kDa modified polymer, resulted in improved
filtration throughput and clarification efficiency.10 Kang et al. per-
formed cell flocculation with a stimuli-responsive polymer called
benzylated poly(allylamine), followed by depth filtration, which
enabled high antibody yields and efficient removal of HCP, DNA,
HMWI and residual polymer. Using material pre-treated by this
method with a subsequent Protein A chromatography step, Kang
et al. reportedly achieved the requirements for drug substances.
McNerney et al. developed a method for two-polymer flocculation
using pDADMAC and polyethylene glycol (PEG), which showed
beneficial settling properties and increased filter throughput.3 In
their informative review, Felo et al. summarize the flocculation
methods reported in antibody production by CHO cells.15 While
these prior publications have investigated some applications of
batch flocculation for CHO cells, no study has yet included com-
prehensive and wide screening, or expansion of the technology for
use in continuous production.

Continuous integrated processing is of great interest in the
biopharmaceutical industry, as it offers economic benefits and a
smaller facility footprint and, consequently, lower capital invest-
ment. Moreover, a well-controlled continuous process can pro-
vide improvements in product quality and process stability com-
pared with batch processes.16,17 When combined with disposable
technology, a continuous process can offer even greater flexibil-
ity, which can further reduce the cost and time for implementa-
tion in certain production scenarios. Notably, disposable technol-
ogy is not available for large-scale production. Commercially avail-
able bioreactors are limited to 2000 L reactor volume.18 In addi-
tion, disposable downstream equipment is size limited as well (for
instance disposable chromatography columns are only commer-
cially available up to 20 L column volume).19 A bioreactor harvest
of over 2000 L cannot be handled using disposable technology
unless continuous operation is employed. Since continuous oper-
ation requires a smaller scale, it can be combined with disposable
technology to enable full-scale production.20,21

The simplest tubular reactor design involves the installation of
static inner tubular mixers that force the liquid to change axial flow
direction, thereby maintaining a homogenous solution or suspen-
sion throughout the reactor. The reactor length can be selected to
achieve the necessary residence time. For a wide range of oper-
ation conditions, plug flow can be assumed, and it is possible to
achieve very narrow residence time distributions compared with
other continuous reactors, such as continuous stirred tank reactors

(CSTR) and mixed suspension mixed product removal (MSMPR).16

Compared with other reactors, tubular reactors have advantages
with regards to simplicity and scalability. On the other hand, in heli-
cal coiled tube arrangements (e.g. the coiled flow inverter), Dean
vortices are generated and further mixing is achieved by introduc-
tion of 90∘ bends.22–25 Such reactors have a very narrow operat-
ing range because Dean vortices are generated within only a very
narrow window of operating conditions, requiring Reynolds num-
bers of around 30.26 CSTR can also be used for continuous reac-
tions, but are not suitable in scenarios requiring a narrow residence
time distribution since a full wash-out requires at least five reactor
volumes. Our group previously demonstrated the simple concept
of antibody precipitation using tubular reactors with helical static
mixers for continuous operation.27,28

This paper describes the development and testing of a reactor
for continuous cell flocculation combined with depth filtration for
flocculated cell removal. In this reactor, cell broth and flocculant
stream were combined and continuously mixed in a tubular reac-
tor filled with helical static mixers. The reactor length was selected
to achieve a specific reaction time for flock formation. The set-up
was kept simple to facilitate a disposable design and reduce
the facility footprint. We performed small batch experiments to
examine the flocculation efficiency and working range of five
flocculants, and we tested the clarification efficiency with both
standard depth filters and filter materials specially developed for
pre-treated cell culture broths. To achieve broader applicability of
the flocculation and depth filtration conditions, we screened two
different antibodies from five different fermentations. Our objec-
tive was to develop a continuous cell removal process without
product loss, which would offer improved performance compared
with the disc stack centrifuge. The flocculant and operating con-
ditions were also evaluated for their efficiency in reducing HCP,
DNA, and HMWI. The system was tested on a laboratory scale with
a 132-mL-volume reactor.

EXPERIMENTAL
Cell culture
In CHO cells, two antibodies were produced: antibody A (IgG2
subtype) and antibody B (IgG1 subtype). The material was kindly
provided by our project partner, LEK, a Sandoz company (Ljubl-
jana, Slovenia). Cell culture broth was used from fed-batch fer-
mentations of antibody B (subtype IgG1) and antibody A (subtype
IgG2), as well as from a perfusion culture producing antibody
A. Fed-batch fermentations were harvested 13 to 16 days after
inoculation. Cell density of the harvested material varied from
4.9× 106 and 9.6× 107 cells per mL. Cell viability ranged from
85–98%.

Batch flocculation screening
The cell culture broth was mixed with various concentrations
of five different flocculants [pDADMAC solution 10% (Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), mPAA solution 10% (Merck), CaCl2

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), caprylic acid (Sigma-Aldrich),
and PEG with an average molecular weight of 6000 g mol−1

(PEG6000; Merck KGaA)], followed by a 20 min incubation
with gentle mixing. Next, the flocculated mixture was cen-
trifuged for 10 min at 1000 g in an Eppendorf centrifuge 5810R
with rotor A-4-62 (Hamburg, Germany). We determined the
nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) of the supernatant using
a portable turbidimeter (2100Q Hach, Loveland, CO, USA).

wileyonlinelibrary.com/jctb © 2017 The Authors. J Chem Technol Biotechnol 2018; 93: 1881–1890
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The samples were sterilized by 0.2 μm filtration, and frozen
at −80 ∘C for shipment and further analysis. Size exclusion
chromatography was performed to assess yield, purity, and
HMWI.

Batch filter screening
Prior to use, the 23-cm2 μPod® format depth filters (Clarisolve®
20MS, 40MS, and 60HX grades – developed for filtration of
pre-treated feeds with particle size distributions of 20 μm, 40 μm
and 60 μm; Millistak+® HC D0HC and F0HC, all from Merck KGaA)
were flushed and vented with water for injection. Cell culture
broth was mixed with various concentrations of different floccu-
lants, and incubated for 20 min in a stirred reactor vessel. Next,
this mixture was pumped through the filter by a Masterflex®
L/S® peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA) at a
constant flow (120 liters per square meter per hour (LMH)), fol-
lowing the Pmax™ method recommended by the manufacturer.29

Volume and pressure were monitored over time using a scale and
disposable in-line pressure sensors (PendoTECH, Princeton, NJ,
USA), with data collection by the DAQ system 2.0 (Merck KGaA).
Filtration was stopped upon reaching a defined pressure limit of
2.0 bar, or when the 1 L prepared feed was completely processed.
The filtration efficiency of the filtration pool was determined
based on NTU measurement with a 2020wi Portable Turbidity
Meter (LaMotte, Chestertown, MD, USA). The possible volume
feed per m2 of filtration area was calculated from the collected
process volume and pressure data.

The processed feed was then filtrated through a sterile filter
(Express® SHC Optiscale®-25 0.5/0.2 μm; Merck KGaA) using con-
stant applied pressure, with calculation of the maximum volume
flow through the sterile filter, following the Vmax™ method rec-
ommended by the manufacturer.29 Again, volume was monitored
using a scale, and data acquired with the DAQ system 2.0 (Merck
KGaA). The necessary sterile filter area was calculated based on the
gradual pore-plugging model.

Continuous flocculation and filtration
For continuous flocculation, we designed a self-assembled tubu-
lar reactor. Standard lab tubes (Tygon® R-3603, 4.8 mm inner
diameter; Saint-Gobain, Courbevoie, France) were filled with static
mixers (HT-40-6.30-24-AC; Material Acetal; Stamixco AG, Wollerau,
Switzerland). These were combined with polycarbonate Luer fit-
tings (Cole-Parmer) to enable the installation and flushing of
one filter, while the other filter was fed with flocculated cell cul-
ture broth. Cell culture broth was pumped at 10 mL min-1 by
a Masterflex® L/S® Peristaltic Pump (Cole-Parmer), and pDAD-
MAC solution 10% (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was added
in-line using a Gemini 88 syringe pump (Scientific, Inc., Holliston,
MA, USA) at a ratio that produced a final concentration of 0.0375%
pDADMAC. The tubular reactor length was selected to achieve a
13.2 min residence time at a flow rate of 10 mL min−1 before the
feed reached the depth filter (261 LMH). Disposable pressure sen-
sors (PendoTECH) were used to collect pressure curves for each
filter individually. In addition, particle characterization was per-
formed using a self-assembled Teflon-based flow cell combined
with a Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement probe (Particle
Track G400; Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, US). Data from the Par-
ticle Track were evaluated using iC FBRM 4.4 software (Mettler
Toledo, Columbus, OH, US). Flock removal was performed using
23 cm2 Clarisolve® 40MS depth filters in μPod® format (Merck
KGaA), and 50 mL fractions were manually collected for assess-
ment of yield, purity, and HMWI.

Size exclusion chromatography
Size exclusion chromatography was used to assess antibody yield,
purity, and the amount of HMWI. High-performance liquid chro-
matography was carried out by isocratic elution on a Dionex Ulti-
Mate 3000 HPLC system equipped with a diode array detector
(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The running buffer was
50 mmol L-1 sodium phosphate buffer with 150 mmol L-1 NaCl
(Sigma-Aldrich) at a pH of 7.0, prepared with 0.22 μm filtration
(GSWP04700, Merck KGaA). 10 μL of a 0.2 μm vacuum-filtered sam-
ple (0.2 μm GHP AcroPrep™ 96 filter plate; Pall Life Sciences, Ann
Arbor, MI, USA) was applied to a TSKgel® G3000SWXL HPLC Col-
umn (5 μm, 7.8 × 300 mm) with a TSKgel SWXL Guard Column
(7 μm, 6.0 × 40 mm; Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan). Chromeleon™ 7 soft-
ware (Thermo Scientific) was used to monitor the signals at 215 nm
(for HMWI) and 280 nm (for purity and yield). Product purity was
defined by the ratio of product peak area (monomer) to sum of all
peak areas. Product yield was calculated dividing the product peak
area (monomer) of the flocculated material by the product peak
area (monomer) of the cell culture broth.

Isoform characterization
To determine the acidic and basic antibody isoforms, a CIEX-HPLC
method was used with a linear pH gradient, based on the method
developed by Lingg et al.30 Measurements were performed on an
Agilent 1100 HPLC system with a ProPac™ WCX-10G Guard Column
(10 μm, 4 × 50 mm) and a ProPac™ WCX-10 column (10 μm, 4 ×
250 mm) (Thermo Scientific). Samples were diluted to 1 g L−1 and
the injection volume was 100 μL. Mobile phase A was 5.5 mmol L-1

HEPES, 4.2 mmol L-1 Bicine, 9.5 mmol L-1 CAPSO, 0.8 mmol L-1 CAPS,
and 6.3 mmol L-1 NaCl (pH 8.0), and mobile phase B was 10.5 mmol
L-1 Bicine, 2.5 mmol L-1 CAPSO, 7.0 mmol L-1 CAPS, pH 10.5. With
a flow rate of 1 mL min−1, the method set-up comprised a 1 CV
equilibration step at 0% B, a linear gradient step from 0–55% B in 1
CV, a linear gradient step from 55–75% B in 10 CV, a linear gradient
step from 75–100% B in 1 CV, and a wash step at 100% B for 1 CV.
The outlet was monitored at 280 nm.

DNA assay
Double-stranded DNA content was determined using a fluores-
cent nucleic acid stain Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA assay kit (Life
technologies, Waltham, MA, USA) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. All experiments were performed in 96-well plates.
Measurements were taken using a Genius Pro plate reader (Tecan,
Männedorf, Switzerland) at a 480-nm excitation wavelength and a
520-nm emission wavelength.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Screening of flocculants and filters for primary separation
Five different flocculants [PEG6000, pDADMAC, 15-kDa modified
polyallylamine (mPAA), caprylic acid, and calcium chloride] were
first screened for their ability to efficiently flocculate cells and clear
host cell impurities, such as DNA, proteins, and product-related
impurities (e.g. HMWI). To identify optimum conditions suitable for
broader applications, screening was performed using cell culture
broths from two fed-batch cultures of antibody B, two fed-batch
cultures of antibody A, as well as cell culture broth from a per-
fusion culture producing antibody A. Clearance efficiency was
determined by the decrease of turbidity after centrifugation – a
centrifugal force that will only sediment larger particles and can
thus be used as a rough indication of flocculation efficiency.

J Chem Technol Biotechnol 2018; 93: 1881–1890 © 2017 The Authors. wileyonlinelibrary.com/jctb
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Figure 1. Performance of CaCl2 flocculation (flocc.) in terms of turbidity after flocculation (A), yield (B), purity (C), and high molecular weight impurities
(HMWI) (D). Turbidity is shown for addition of phosphate at three different concentrations. All other data are shown only for addition of 2 mmol L-1

phosphate. The standard deviations shown represent the data from five different fermentations. Selected conditions for filter screening are highlighted
in red. NTU, nephelometric turbidity units.

In the first round of experiments, the five flocculants were added
to the supernatant as follows: PEG6000 in a range from 0 to 8%,
pDADMAC from 0.025% to 0.1%, mPAA from 0.025% to 0.8% with
additional phosphate from 0 to 100 mmol L-1, caprylic acid from
0.25% to 2%, and calcium chloride from 20 to 200 mmol L-1 with
additional phosphate from 0 to 10 mmol L-1. Caprylic acid did
not reduce turbidity at all, and resulted in a supernatant that
was almost impossible to filtrate through a 0.2 μm sterile filter
for sample preparation. Flocculation with as little as 4% PEG6000
resulted in ∼40% antibody loss, probably due to low antibody
solubility with addition of PEG6000. A process that results in
this degree of product loss, especially at a step as early as the
primary separation of cells, is not an economically viable option.
Thus, PEG6000 and caprylic acid were excluded from further
experiments.

The next round of screening experiments included three floccu-
lants: calcium chloride, pDADMAC, and mPAA. Five different cell
culture harvests (two fermentations producing IgG1, and three fer-
mentations producing IgG2) were screened to identify the opti-
mal concentration for flocculation, and to determine the deviation
across different fermentations. This enabled identification of the
most stable conditions for a flocculation-based platform process.

The cell culture broths showed different antibody concentrations
and levels of HMWI; therefore, the purity and HMWI levels were
normalized after flocculation to the levels of the respective super-
natants to improve comparability. Turbidity was not normalized,
so as to reflect the ability of the flocculation method to reduce
fermentations of different initial turbidities to the same robust tur-
bidity after flocculation.

Screening of calcium chloride
Flocculation with calcium chloride was screened at concentra-
tions ranging from 20–300 mmol L-1 with addition of 1 mmol L-1,
2 mmol L-1, and 5 mmol L-1 phosphate. CaCl2 showed moderate
clearance efficiency over the tested range (Fig. 1(A)). Among all
tested batches, the best clearance and most stable performance
was with the addition of 2 and 5 mmol L-1 phosphate. With addi-
tion of 1 mmol L-1 phosphate, the clearance efficiency showed
high batch-to-batch variation. Clearance improved with increas-
ing CaCl2 concentration, but at the expense of up to 30% yield
loss (Fig. 1(B)) and with no increase of purity (Fig. 1(C)). The reduc-
tion of HMWI (which predominantly included antibody aggre-
gates) was highly variable among all screened production batches,

wileyonlinelibrary.com/jctb © 2017 The Authors. J Chem Technol Biotechnol 2018; 93: 1881–1890
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Figure 2. Performance of mPAA flocculation (flocc.) in terms of turbidity after flocculation (A), yield (B), purity (C), and high molecular weight impurities
(HMWI) (D). Turbidity is shown for three different phosphate concentrations. All other data are shown only for addition of 100 mmol L-1 phosphate.
The standard deviations shown represent the data from five different fermentations. Selected conditions for filter screening are highlighted in red. NTU,
nephelometric turbidity units.

with an optimum reduction at an intermediate CaCl2 concentra-
tion (Fig. 1(D)). Overall, a broad and stable operation range was
observed with 50 mmol L-1 to 300 mmol L-1 of CaCl2 in the pres-
ence of 2 mmol L-1 phosphate. Within this range, ∼80–95% DNA
removal (data not shown) was detected. However, product loss at
the primary separation stage is economically unacceptable. There-
fore, the yield loss with increasing CaCl2 concentration narrows the
operation window to low-to-intermediate CaCl2 concentrations.
For filter screenings, 150 mmol L-1 CaCl2 with 2 mmol L-1 phos-
phate was chosen.

Screening of mPAA
According to the manufacturer, mPAA is a smart polymer. Addi-
tion of the stimulant phosphate induces flock formation. mPAA
was screened at concentrations ranging from 0.025–0.8% with the
addition of 50 mmol L-1 and 100 mmol L-1 phosphate and with-
out additional phosphate. Clearance efficiency showed a narrow
operation range at around 0.1% mPAA with high batch-to-batch
variations, especially without the addition of phosphate as a stimu-
lant (Fig. 2(A)). The best and most stable operating conditions were
observed with addition of 100 mmol L-1 phosphate. Minor yield
losses (below 10%) were detected at low-to-intermediate mPAA
concentrations (Fig. 2(B)), and higher yield losses with high mPAA

concentrations. Purity was not increased with mPAA (Fig. 2(C)). Use
of mPAA reduced HMWI by up to 50% (Fig. 2(D)), at the expense of
an overall high batch-to-batch variation and high yield losses. For
further filter screening experiments, 0.05% mPAA was used with
100 mmol L-1 phosphate as the danger of yield loss was considered
to be more significant than the benefit of HMWI-removal. If a spe-
cific process benefits more from the HMWI-removal than from
higher yields, we would recommend to move to the other side of
the operation window (at around 0.1 to 0.2% mPAA).

Screening of pDADMAC
pDADMAC was tested at concentrations ranging from 0.005%
to 0.15%. With pDADMAC concentrations within the range of
0.01% to 0.05%, the clearance efficiency was very broad (Fig. 3(A)),
as previously reported.4 In accordance with classical flocculation
behaviour, inefficient flocculation was observed at very high and
very low concentrations, and good performance with intermedi-
ate concentrations. At low concentration, the polymer addition is
not sufficient to build large flock structures, while an excess of
polymer covers the complete cell surface and effectively shields
cells and prevents them from bridging and further flock for-
mation. Apart from minor batch-to-batch variations, significant
loss of yield (Fig. 3(B)) or influence on product purity (Fig. 3(C))

J Chem Technol Biotechnol 2018; 93: 1881–1890 © 2017 The Authors. wileyonlinelibrary.com/jctb
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Figure 3. Performance of pDADMAC flocculation (flocc.) in terms of turbidity after flocculation (A), yield (B), purity (C), and HMWI (D). The standard
deviations shown represent the data from five different fermentations. Selected conditions for filter screening are highlighted in red. NTU, nephelometric
turbidity units.

was not observed. HMWI levels were not reduced and showed
high variability, with relatively high variations across all screened
fermentation batches (Fig. 3(D)). With all utilized pDADMAC con-
centrations, a DNA reduction of around 97–99% was achieved
compared with the cell culture broth. A pDADMAC concentration
of 0.0375% was selected for further filtration screenings, because it
is right in the middle of the operation window (0.01–0.075%) and
results in good process robustness.

Figure 4 compiles the selected conditions for filter screening
(150 mmol L-1 CaCl2 with 2 mmol L-1 phosphate; 0.05% mPAA with
100 mmol L-1 phosphate and 0.0375% pDADMAC). pDADMAC as
flocculant shows the best result in terms of yield with an average
yield of 97% followed by mPAA with an average yield of 90%
and CaCl2 with an average yield of 79% (Fig. 4(A)). Product purity
after flocculation compared with product purity of the cell culture
broth was not increased. For pDADMAC a normalized purity of
0.98 was achieved, for CaCl2 a purity 0.96 and for mPAA a purity
of 0.93 (Fig. 4(B)). CaCl2 is capable to reduce HMWI by a factor of
roughly 2, but at the risk of losing yield. The average HMWI content
achieved after flocculation compared with HMWI content of the
cell culture broth was 0.49 for CaCl2, 0.77 for pDADMAC and 0.94
for mPAA (Fig. 4(C)). These conditions were carried over to filtration
screening experiments.

Filter screening
To further screen the flocculation options, the filterability of sus-
pensions obtained with each flocculant was tested using differ-
ent filter set-ups. The best flocculant concentrations were applied,
determined by earlier screening (0.0375% pDADMAC, 0.05% mPAA
with 100 mmol L-1 phosphate, and 150 mmol L-1 CaCl2 with 2 mmol
L-1 phosphate), and used untreated cell culture broth as a con-
trol. The filters tested included conventional positively charged
cellulose-based depth filters containing diatomaceous earths as a
filtration aid (Millistak+® HC D0HC and F0HC grades from Merck
Millipore) and Clarisolve® depth filters that were specifically devel-
oped for flock removal after flocculation of cell culture broth.
Clarisolve® depth filters comprise both polypropylene layers and
positively charged cellulose layers containing diatomaceous earth.
These layered filter materials have different pore sizes, and an
increased headspace to accommodate the filtrated cell mass.

After flocculant addition and incubation, the filter capacity was
assessed by applying a constant flow to the filter and recording
the resulting pressure curves. To compare the flocculation agents
and untreated material in combination with Clarisolve® filters,
a control filter train was run using untreated cell culture broth
as well as flocculated cell culture broth with a Millistak+® HC
D0HC and F0HC filter series. As the last primary separation step,
depth filtration was followed by sterile filtration using polyether

wileyonlinelibrary.com/jctb © 2017 The Authors. J Chem Technol Biotechnol 2018; 93: 1881–1890
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A B C

Figure 4. Summary of the selected flocculation conditions (150 mmol L-1 CaCl2 with 2 mmol L-1 phosphate; 0.05% mPAA with 100 mmol L-1 phosphate
and 0.0375% pDADMAC) for further filter screenings in terms of yield (A), purity (B) and HMWI (C). The standard deviations shown represent the data from
five different fermentations.

sulfone-based bi-layer membrane disks. The filtrates from the
depth filtration experiments were applied to the sterile filter using
constant pressure, and the flow-through was monitored. Using the
data from depth filtration and sterile filtration, the filtration area
necessary to process 100 L of harvest in 2 hours was calculated.
Assessment of the required filter area for sterile filtration also
serves as quality control of the depth filtration, since any fine
material getting past the depth filtration step will quickly clog the
subsequent sterilization filter.

All of the filtration screening results were compiled from the
different fermentation batches to identify the best-performing
option (based on the lowest required filter area in m2), and the
most stable option (based on the lowest standard deviation from
batch to batch). Figure 5 shows the required filter areas for sterile
filtration and depth filtration, together with the standard devia-
tions for each filter indicated by red error bars. Filtration of the
flock suspension generated using mPAA showed the largest vari-
ation in the required sterile filter area, in the range of ±1.8 m2.
Half of the experiments showed significantly worse filtrate qual-
ity after depth filtration, with an average value of 3.34 m2. In con-
trast, the other half of the experiments showed good performance,
with an average value of 0.16 m2. Especially when using mPAA, the
cell culture broth (and hence the fermentation) seemed to exert
a crucial influence, and must be considered. Variation in cell via-
bility and substances added upstream such as detergents or trace
elements (such as iron, copper or other metal ions) that are not
tracked during up- or downstream might have a strong influence
on the stimulus responsive polymer mPAA. With flocculated mate-
rial, the depth filtration area was reduced by a factor of ∼4 com-
pared with the standard filtration train, which is consistent with
reports by Tomic et al.4 The best flocculant was pDADMAC, as it

Figure 5. Required filter area (in m2) for the filtration of 100 L of harvest in
2 hours. The grey bars indicate the filter area required for depth filtration.
The F0HC+D0HC filter train represents a benchmark filter train, compris-
ing two depth filtrations in series. The black bars show the necessary sterile
filter area, which indicates the filtrate quality after depth filtration. The stan-
dard deviations shown represent the data from different fermentations,
including nine different fermentations using pDADMAC as flocculant, four
using mPAA, five using CaCl2, and seven using the benchmark filter train.
The best performers for each pre-treatment option are shown.

required the lowest filter area and showed consistent performance
across all experiments, closely followed by CaCl2. CaCl2 has the
disadvantage of lower yield in comparison with pDADMAC (79%
vs 97%). Clarisolve® filters were not suitable for the filtration of
untreated cell culture broth. A turbid filtrate indicates an inefficient
clearance performance probably because cells are not retained
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Figure 6. Flow scheme of the continuous flocculation set-up. Harvested cell culture broth and flocculant are combined in a flow rate-dependent manner
to a final concentration of 0.0375% pDADMAC. Residence time in the tubular reactor is 13.2 min at a flow rate of 10 mL min−1. Mixing is achieved by
static mixer elements. Flock size is monitored using a FBRM probe. Pre-filter pressure is monitored by in-line pressure sensors. Continuous operation is
guaranteed by parallelization of filtration.

due to the bigger pore sizes of Clarisolve® filters. In contrast, fil-
tration of flocculated material with a Millistak+® HC D0HC and
F0HC filter series results in low filter capacity (data not shown).
Since pDADMAC showed the lowest necessary filtration area in this
experiment, along with high yield, stable purity and HMWI, a wide
operation range, and additional DNA removal of up to 95%, this
condition was selected for the establishment of continuous floc-
culation (Fig. 3).

Continuous flocculation
After identifying pDADMAC at 0.0375% in combination with
Clarisolve® 40MS grade depth filter as the best performing
option, continuous operation was designed using this set-up.
For continuous flocculation, a simple tubular reactor was assem-
bled using Luer fittings and standard laboratory tubing filled
with static helical mixers (Fig. 6). The fittings and tubing were
mounted on an acrylic glass baseplate. The residence time could
be adjusted by changing the tubular diameter, flow velocity, and
reactor length. To ensure permanent mixing, helical static mixers
were used that guaranteed macromixing within seconds.31,32

The total reactor length was 576 cm, with a tube void volume of
185 mL. To ensure the correct residence time, the reactor’s volume
was determined experimentally after filling it with static mixers.
Gravimetrical determination revealed that the built-ins reduced
the reactor volume by a factor of approximately 1.4, down to
132 mL. The theoretical residence time was 13.2 min at a flow
rate of 10 mL min−1. The Reynolds number was 24.8, indicating a
laminar flow. The calculations were based on in-house CHO cell
culture broth with a dynamic viscosity of 1.2 mPas and a density
of 1010 kg m−3. Pressure was measured over time. The flock size
was determined by focused beam reflectance measurement using
a custom-made Teflon flow cell. Yield, purity, and HMWI were
assessed off-line by size exclusion chromatography. Continuous
filtration was achieved by using two parallel depth filtration units.
While one filter was filtering the process stream, the other filter
was exchanged, vented, and flushed in preparation for the next
cycle.

To demonstrate the possibility of fully continuous filtration, three
filter switches were used and five continuous runs performed.
Engineering runs were first performed with limited analytics
(without the FBRM sensor) for development, demonstrating the
feasibility of filter switching, and different filter set-ups, flow rates,
and reactor lengths. From this preliminary screening of set-ups,
Clarisolve 40MS filters were selected as the best option, and fully
continuous operation of three filter switches with full analytics
(pressure curves, yield, purity, and HMWI) and with an in-line FBRM
sensor was demonstrated (scheme shown in Fig. 6, data shown
in Fig. 7). We opted to switch filters before reaching the man-
ufacturer recommended pressure rating (maximum delta pres-
sure, 2.0 bar), to enable the testing of three filter switches within
a reasonable working day: the first two filters were switched at
0.7 bar, and the third at 1.4 bar. Superimposition of all three pres-
sure curves showed consistent pressure behaviour for all three
filters (Fig. 7(B)). A constant average yield of 97% was achieved
over the whole 400 min run time. Product purity was also stable
at ∼18%, indicating no formation of additional by-products via
cell lysis or any other processes. HMWI coming out of the reactor
steadily increased from 3% to 5%, with 3% achieved after switch-
ing to a new filter, and increasing to 5% when reaching the fil-
ter’s pressure limit (Fig. 7(C)). The cell culture broth contained 4.1%
HMWI. Thus, it was assumed that HMWI bound to the fresh fil-
ter material to a certain extent at low pressure, and were released
either due to increasing pressure or due to their replacement by
some HCP that bound more strongly to the filter. Overall, compar-
ison of the average of the harvested fractions with the feed mate-
rial did not indicate the generation of any additional aggregates.
Figure 7(C) shows that each filter switch cycle was accompanied
by decreases in yield and HMWI, quickly followed by increases and
steady behaviour. This was caused by the dead volume of the fil-
ter that was filled with wash solution. After flushing out the wash
solution, the yield and HMWI values followed a consistent pattern
for all three filter switches.

The FBRM probe signal showed a slight increase in the counted
particles over time, followed by a decrease and an unstable signal
after reaching a pressure of ∼0.4 bar (Fig. 7(A)). The filter switches
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Figure 7. (A) Focused beam reflectance measurement (FBRM) signal and pressure trends over time. (B) Overlay of pressure curves of three filter switch
cycles. (C) Yield (dots), purity (diamonds), and high molecular weight impurities (HMWI) (crosses) over time (50 mL fractions). Dashed line indicates the
initial HMWI. (D) Overlay of isoform patterns of antibody exposed to pDADMAC at different time points. Separation by cation exchange chromatogram
and highly linear pH gradient elution.

were marked by two spikes in the FBRM signal, after which the
signal reverted to a steady state. After a 350 min run-time and
during the loading of the third filter, the signal became completely
unstable. One possible explanation is that the custom-made flow
cell was susceptible to changes in pressure above 0.4 bar, which
could lead to changes in the flow pattern in the flow cell, resulting
in signal changes. Another explanation is probe fouling over time,
which is also indicated by a high fouling index reported by the
iC FBRM 4.4 software. The flow cell must be optimized to prevent
both of these effects. Nevertheless, the developed method is
promising for monitoring flock size in situ and online.

To ensure product quality during pDADMAC flocculation prod-
uct aggregates and fragments were monitored via size exclusion
chromatography of untreated and flocculated product. No change
in antibody peak shape or retention time was observed – just the
lower molecular weight pattern that represents HCPs that slightly
differ in shape and height, according to SEC measurements. The
pattern of charge variants was measured using cation exchange
chromatography with a linear pH gradient method, optimized for
exceptional linearity.30 No new isoforms were generated during
pDADMAC flocculation or were selectively removed (Fig. 7(D)).

Cytotoxicity was not expected to be an issue. According
to the application note, when using 0.0375% pDADMAC for

flocculation, the residual pDADMAC was 10 ppm after Protein A
chromatography and was below 1 ppm after cation and anion
exchange chromatography.11 No cytotoxic or haemolytic effects
are expected with 1 ppm pDADMAC, while only minor toxicity is
reported at 10 ppm pDADMAC11 and 0.01 mg mL−1 pDADMAC.33

McNerney et al. report even lower pDADMAC concentrations of
5 ppm after flocculation and depth filtration, and of 0.5 ppm in the
subsequent protein A pool.3 Therefore, it is assumed that pDAD-
MAC will be sufficiently removed from the final product by further
processing, which will involve at least two chromatography steps.
Overall, the use of pDADMAC requires no additional adjustment
of ordinary cell culture broths, has a wide operational range, and
is simple to implement.

This pilot trial demonstrated stable continuous operation of anti-
body flocculation without detrimental effects on product quality,
yield, or purity, and with the additional benefits of DNA removal, a
small footprint, and a low capital investment.

CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a novel, stable, and scalable method for con-
tinuous flocculation. Various flocculants, conditions, and depth fil-
ters were screened in batch operations and the findings applied to
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the development of a continuous operation. By using flocculation,
the required depth filtration areas were successfully reduced by a
factor of 4 compared with a conventional filtration train. Moreover,
the selected flocculant pDADMAC showed no formation of aggre-
gates, fragments, or charge variants, and was associated with mini-
mal antibody losses of 3% and almost complete DNA removal. The
continuous run offers great advantages in terms of a small foot-
print. Specifically, the set-up developed using tubular reactors and
peristaltic pumps has the benefits of a cost-efficient disposable
design and significantly reduced filter area and facility footprint.
Continuous flocculation enables the integrated continuous clar-
ification of cell culture broth, without requiring continuous cen-
trifuges or large filtration units that are necessary for conventional
filtration.
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